ROMANCE LINGUISTICS

Winter 2020 Courses

ROMLING/SPANISH 298  Introduction to Spanish Linguistics
Section 001  Stephanie Goetz  TTh 11:30 am -1 pm  #31354 / #31342
Section 002  Ron Roosevelt  TTh 2:30-4 pm  #31355 / #31343
This course provides an introduction to Spanish Linguistics and establishes the basis for future application of linguistic principles. The course content will focus on the study of language, centering on morphology, syntax and pragmatics, phonetics and phonology, language history, and language acquisition.

SPANISH 373.003  Topics in Hispanic Studies: *Bilingualism in the Spanish-Speaking World*
Teresa Satterfield  MW 1-2:30 pm  #31380
This course is an undergraduate-level introduction to bilingualism. The primary goal is to survey a broad range of linguistic, social, psychological and cultural issues that underlie much of the discussion in the extensive literature on bilingualism, with a focus on bilinguals who as minority language speakers, and have Spanish as one of their languages.

ROMLING/SPANISH 410  Spanish Phonetics and Phonology
Section 001  Nicholas Henriksen  MW 2:30-4 pm  #31386 / 31357
Section 002  Nicholas Henriksen  MW 4-5:30 pm  #31770 / 31768
This advanced Spanish Linguistics course presents a complete overview of the Spanish sound system and establishes the basis for application of principles at the phonetic level (especially articulatory and acoustic phonetics) and the phonological level of linguistic analysis.

ROMLING/SPANISH 413  Teaching Spanish/Applications of Linguistics
Section 001  Lorenzo Garcia-Amaya  MW 1-2:30 pm  #31383 / 31358
Section 002  Lorenzo Garcia-Amaya  MW 4-5:30 pm  #31385 / 31359
This course provides an introduction to teaching methodologies as well as theories of second language learning. The first two weeks introduce basic principles and concepts in linguistic theory and linguistic structure. The remaining weeks examine different teaching methods (from the most traditional to the most innovative) with an emphasis on how different theories inform methodological disciplines. We will also discuss different teaching techniques based on each method and will discuss their practical applications. The goal of this course is to provide students with a level of knowledge that enables them to succeed as language professionals.

ROMLING/SPANISH 415  Problems in Language Translation
Section 002  Olga Gallego  TTh 8:30-10 am  #28710 / #27241
Section 003  Olga Gallego  TTh 11:30 am-1 pm  #28711 / #28701
This course focuses on developing advanced language skills and the techniques required for translating from and to Spanish through extensive exposure to authentic translation materials.

ROMLING/SPANISH 487.001  Studies in Hispanic Linguistics: *Mock Spanish*
Teresa Satterfield  MW 10-11:30 am  #28714 / #26880
This advanced seminar explores the linguistic and cultural phenomenon of Mock Spanish, the use of ‘Spanish’ in casual speech by monolingual English speakers of non-Latino ethnic affiliation. Mock Spanish has intensified during precisely the same period when opposition to the use of Spanish by its native speakers in the U.S. has grown.